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C.G.S. GUIDELINES FOR ALTAR LINEN MINISTRY
All indications are to be read with "please " in front.

1. Take note of your "week of service" in the attached Schedule.
2. Linen have to be picked up after 2 PM Mass, not later than Monday
and are to be returned NO LATER than Wednesday [same week].
3. The sign.up sheet is placed in the work-Sacristy. Check your box both at
pick-up and delivery (we need to know who actually did).
4. Both Purificators and Coqporals are expected to be inside laundry bags. If
any were loose please put them inside right there thus "particles" of the
Body of Christ shall stay in the bag.
5. There is one bag for each person in charge that week. Each bagis in a
different drawer. In each linen-drawer there is one zip-lock bag containing
two smaller bags marked as "soak" and the other "wash".
6. The hand-towels are in the drawer immediately below the other two.

Soaking.
7. Soak all items, including the laundry-bag in a bucket (not in the sink)

containing soaking detergent, for 60 minutes in very hot water (let the water
run until it gets very hot; add some that has been boiled in the
microwave) . The reason for using the bucket is that particles of the Body
of Christ and remnnnts of the Blood of Christ MUST NOT be disposed into
the drain and from there in the sewer. The reason.fo,
the "very " hot water is that it is intended to completely dissolve the Blood
traces and the "particles ".

Spots treatment, if needed.
8. 8. Generally there is no need of pre-spotting. The soaking detergent is

expected to dissolve even the lipstick marks without the "rubbing".
However, should any mark persists after the hot water soaking, use
the pre-spotter "Zavt" .

Washing.
9. The washing machine is to be set on "hot water" and the provided soap is to

be used.

10.10.washing-machine rinse 
"r,r#;ii1?ur., in whic hZto3 drops of "Mrs.

Stewart" bluing per ONE quart of rinse-cycle-water have been dissolved.
The purpose is to whiten and brighten the fabric.
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Drying.
11.11. The dryer has to be set no longer than 10 (ten) minutes or a

shorter time in order to keep some moisture in the fabric. The excess
moisture will be eliminated letting the items spread to dry after being
pressed. Experience tells us that the items can be stored inside the
refrigerator, in a plastic bag, until you are ready to iron.

Press ironing and folding details.

12.12. Do NOT starch purificators. Corporals only MUST be starched.
Continued on reverse with press-ironing details

Purificators are those with the cross in the middle.
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Corporals have the cross in the lower part. Must be folded to form an envelope in
which any fragment of the Body of Christ is retained at the time the corporal is
removed from the altar. Thus the inner part must be the finished side.

Step 1. Lay it flat. Finished side up
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Step 3. Fold down upper 113.
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Step 4. Fold right 1/3 over.tfl
Step 5. Fold left 1/3 over.

NOTE. Whenever opened
it shows 9 squares

+

Napkins are simolv folded in "four"

Hand-towels are folded lengthwise in "three", then in "two".
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